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NEW OJK REGULATION ON REGULATORY 

SANDBOXING FOR DIGITAL FINANCIAL 

INNOVATION - OJK REGULATION NO. 

13/POJK.02/2018 

An Overview 

OJK Regulation No. 13/POJK.02/2018 on Digital Financial Innovation in the 

Financial Sector (“POJK 13/2018”) became effective starting from 16 August 2018 

and sets out various obligations for businesses deemed to utilize digital financial 

innovation in their operations, including regulatory sandboxing.  

POJK 13/2018 is particularly relevant for, among others, businesses operating or 

intending to operate in peer-to-peer (“P2P”) lending, robo-advisory, equity 

crowdfunding and credit scoring; among these are businesses which may have 

been previously operating in Indonesia in a legal vacuum. Please note that P2P 

companies are also subject to a separate OJK regulation, and OJK is currently 

drafting a separate regulation for equity crowdfunding. 

Key take away items from POJK 13/2018 include: 

a. businesses utilizing digital financial innovation are required to be 

recorded (tercatat) with OJK, be subject to regulatory sandboxing, and 

ultimately be registered (terdaftar) with OJK, with exemptions 

applicable for businesses having been registered and/or have obtained 

license from OJK; 

b. businesses utilizing digital financial innovation are required to adhere 

to data protection, consumer protection, anti-money laundering and 

counter-terrorism funding requirements; 

c. association(s) on digital financial innovation operators are required to 

be established; and 

d. cooperation having been entered into with businesses utilizing digital 

financial innovation can continue at the latest until 16 August 2021. 

Who would be subject to this regulation? 

POJK 13/2018 applies to businesses utilizing digital financial innovation in their 

operations. Digital financial innovation is defined as activities in renewing 

(developing) business processes, business model and financial instruments with 

added value in the financial services sector, involving the digital ecosystem. 

The regulation sets out seven criteria for digital financial innovation, although 

we note that these criteria are largely subjective, and would ultimately be 

interpreted depending on OJK’s discretion. These criteria are namely: 

a. being innovative in nature and future-oriented; 
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b. utilizing information and communication technology as a main facility 

to provide its services to consumers in the financial services sector; 

c. supporting financial inclusion and literacy; 

d. being useful and can be widely utilized; 

e. can be integrated with an existing financial service; 

f. using a collaborative approach; and 

g. taking into account consumer and data protection. 

POJK 13/2018 lists and sets out examples of categories of activities falling under 

the scope of digital financial innovation but does not set out a definition for each 

category. These are namely: 

a. settlement of transactions; 

b. capital gathering (e.g., equity crowdfunding); 

c. investment management (e.g., advanced algorithm, open-source 

information technology, cloud computing); 

d. fund gathering and distribution (e.g., P2P lending); 

e. insurance (e.g., sharing economy, autonomous vehicle, and digital 

distribution); 

f. market support (e.g., artificial intelligence/machine learning, big data, 

and automated data collection and analysis); 

g. other digital finance support (e.g., social/eco crowdfunding, e-waqf, e-

zakat, robo-advisory and credit scoring); and/or 

h. other financial service activities (e.g., invoice trading, vouchers, tokens 

and products based on blockchain applications). 

Operators of digital financial innovation not in the form of financial service 

institutions are required to be either in the form of a limited liability entity or a 

cooperative (koperasi). They are also prohibited from managing portfolio or 

exposure, which means that they may only provide platforms for, but not 

facilitate, financial transaction and services. “Financial service institutions” in 

this context is defined as institutions conducting activities in the banking sector, 

capital market, insurance, pension fund, financing institutions and other 

financial service institutions defined under Law No. 21 of 2011 on OJK. 

Getting recorded  

Starting from 16 September 2018, digital financial innovation operators are 

required to apply to be recorded with OJK. Operators who have been registered 

and/or have obtained licensed from OJK are exempted from the requirement to 

be registered, although it is presently unclear whether such operators will 

continue to be exempted if they introduce new activities with elements of digital 

financial innovation in the future. 

  



 

Regulatory sandboxing 

Regulatory sandboxing (“sandboxing”) is a testing mechanism conducted by 

OJK to evaluate the reliability of business models, processes, financial 

instruments and operating procedures. OJK is to determine operators which will 

be sandboxed subject to certain criteria, including having been recorded as a 

digital financial innovation operator with OJK (or subject to an application letter 

submitted by the relevant work unit in OJK to the OJK work unit on digital 

financial innovation research and development), involves a new business model, 

has a broad market reach and being registered in an operator association.  

It remains to be seen whether OJK would require all operators to be sandboxed 

or will it carry out sampling on a select few operators. A potential concern is also 

whether businesses will be allowed to fully carry out their proposed activities 

during the sandboxing period, or whether they would be subject to restrictions 

in terms of scope or user reach; POJK 13/2018 does not impose any explicit 

restriction, but OJK’s policy on this remains to be seen. 

An operator will be subject to sandboxing for a maximum of one year, with a 

possibility for OJK to extend this by 6 months. There are perceived advantages 

and disadvantages to being sandboxed. Among other obligations, operators 

who are subject to sandboxing are monitored by OJK, being required to submit 

quarterly reports to OJK and are required to notify every digital financial 

innovation change. As an advantage, operators may apply to be exempted from 

being subject to certain, non-prudential OJK regulations throughout the 

sandboxing period. 

At the end of the sandboxing period, OJK will either recommend the operator 

for registration, to rectify (aspects of their business) within a period of 6 months 

or declare the operator to not be recommended. If not recommended, the 

operator cannot re-submit the same digital financial innovation to OJK and will 

be removed from OJK’s record of operators.  

Registration 

Operators receiving recommendation for registration will be required to submit 

registration within 6 months from when they are declared to be recommended. 

Failing this, the recommendation for registration will be deemed to be revoked 

and invalid. Registered operators are required to submit monthly risk 

assessment reports to OJK. 

Interestingly, POJK 13/2018 indicates that operators, recorded with OJK or 

otherwise, having the same kind of digital financial innovation as an operator 

having been previously recommended and registered with OJK are also entitled 

to apply for registration to OJK.  

It remains to be seen how OJK would interpret the digital financial innovation 

of multiple operators as being “the same”, given differences in specifics that may 

exist between comparable operators, and whether in practice OJK would enable 

operators to bypass the recording and sandboxing requirement if other 



 

operators with “the same” innovations as the former have previously been 

registered. 

Interplay between OJK and BI 

In 2017, Bank Indonesia (“BI”) issued a regulation for the registration and 

sandboxing of innovative financial technology, namely BI Regulation No. 

19/12/PBI/2017 on the Operation of Financial Technology, which should also 

extend to operators under the purview of other authorities which operate 

financial technology in payment systems. If the activities of an operator fall 

under the purview of both OJK and BI, a chief concern would be whether the 

operator would be subject to sandboxing both under OJK and BI, which is not 

explicitly addressed under POJK 13/2018. 

Association 

POJK 13/2018 requires digital financial innovation operators to form 

association(s) with certain tasks, including drafting the operational policy, 

industry standards and ethical code and enacting self-regulatory measures and 

sanctions on any violation of the members against the policy and ethical code. 

Status of existing cooperation 

Cooperation agreements between a financial services institution and an operator 

that has yet to be recorded and/or registered in OJK can continue at the latest 

until 16 August 2021. 

Other obligations 

Operators are also required to: 

a. protect and maintain data confidentiality; 

b. implement consumer protection principles, at a minimum at a standard 

as prescribed under OJK Regulation No. 1/POJK.07/2013 on the 

Protection of Consumers in the Financial Services Sector; 

c. have data center and data recovery center located in Indonesia; and 

d. implement anti-money laundering and the prevention of terrorism 

funding programs/procedures pursuant to prevailing OJK regulations. 

Sanctions 

Administrative sanctions are imposed for violations of POJK 13/2018, including 

to parties having caused the violations. These sanctions are namely written 

warnings, fines, revocation of approvals and/or revocation of registration. POJK 

13/2018 also stipulates that OJK may carry out actions to parties in violation of 

POJK 13/2018 in addition to the prescribed administrative sanctions. 

  



 

Closing  

The sandboxing scheme to be introduced pursuant to POJK 13/2018 represents 

a great opportunity for the financial and technology sector in Indonesia. With 

this regulation, we hope that further policies and regulations can be formed that 

are well tailored to the needs of the market; balancing consumer protection and 

legal certainty concerns without discouraging innovation and development. 

Much remains to be seen with regards to the implementation of POJK 13/2018, 

including OJK policies and follow up regulations. POJK 13/2018 indicates that 

further procedures on sandboxing and association(s) will be set out under OJK 

circular letter(s). Accordingly, we would suggest businesses operating in the 

financial and tech sector, or planning to enter into the market, to maintain close 

coordination and consultation with OJK officials in the upcoming week. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any queries or would like us to assist 

you with any aspects of compliance with POJK 13/2018. 

Disclaimer: 

This newsletter is intended for providing general information on the latest legal and/or regulatory issues. We have no intention to and do not: (i) provide 

any legal services to, and (ii) establish any client-attorney relationship with, anyone through this newsletter. We do not guarantee the completeness of all 

opinions stated in the newsletter and we shall not be liable in any way to you for using any materials contained in the newsletter. If you wish to follow up 

on any legal matter that is being discussed in this newsletter, kindly contact lawyers that are qualified to practice in Indonesia.  

No one may use or reproduce, by any means, any media and materials contained in this newsletter without prior approval from UMBRA - Strategic Legal 

Solutions. 
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